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INTRODUCTION 
Let % be a universal differential field of characteristic zero. Let “y; and “yz 
be two irreducible closed (in the differential Zariski topology) subsets of %!n 
of differential dimension rr and rz , respectively. In general, it is not true that 
every irreducible component of the intersection Y1 n $$, has a differential 
dimension 3 rr + ~a - n. Indeed Ritt [3, p. 1331 has an example of an 
irreducible closed subset of &s of differential dimension 2 that intersects the 
hyperplane defined by the equation y3 = 0 at the single point (0, 0,O). 
In this paper (Theorem 4.1 and corollaries) we show that such abnormality 
does not arise in two special cases: namely, when Vr and Vs are differential 
algebraic subgroups of either G,” or GL(n). Here G,” denotes the differential 
algebraic group whose underlying set is 9P and GL(n) denotes the general 
linear group of n x n matrices over a. In fact we obtain a formula relating 
the typical differential dimensions of V1 , V’Ya , -Yr n “yz , and V, the smallest 
differential algebraic subgroup containing both Vr and Vz . We first prove 
the case for G,” by means of properties of linear differential ideals. The case 
for GL(n) then follows by passing to the Lie algebras. 
In Section 5, we give an example to illustrate that in a sense our results 
cannot be improved. We also give an example (Section 3) to show that in 
general, the subgroup generated by two differential algebraic subgroups Hr 
and H, of GL(n) need not be closed in the differential Zariski topology and 
that the Lie algebra of the smallest differential algebraic subgroup containing 
HI and Hz need not be generated by the Lie algebras of HI and H, . Such 
phenomena do not exist for algebraic groups. 
For a discussion of the general notions in differential algebra and differential 
algebraic groups, the reader is referred to Kolchin [2] and Cassidy [l], 
respectively. 
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This paper is an extended version of an earlier one, where only differential 
dimensions were considered. The generalization to typical difFerentia1 
imensions was suggested by Professor Kolchin, to whom my thanks are due. 
1. NOTATIQNS 
Throughout % denotes a universal differential field of characteristic zero 
with a set A of commuting derivation operators 6, ,..., &,, and a field 37 of 
constants. Let 9 be a differential subfield of % over which ??J is universal. 
Let 0 be the free commutative monoid generated by 6, )...s 6, . Let y1 ,. ‘p y, 
be differential indeterminates over % and let W = 9{yi ,..., ynj be the 
differential ring of differential polynomials in the differential indeterminates 
Yz )...T Yn with coefficients in 9. Let 9 be the set of linear homogeneous 
differential polynomials in 9’. Let D be the set of derivatives Oyj (0 E 8, 
1 < J’ < n). If V is any subset of D, let F[V] denote the polynomial algebra 
over .F in the derivatives contained in V. For any natural number s, let 
(s), G?(s) and 5?(s) be the set of elements of order < s in 8, , W and 
9, respectively. 
Let % be the field of constants in 9. By a ty~nsfo~~~~~o~ of A (over 9?) we 
mean a new set of derivation operators A’ = (&‘,..., 8,‘) defined by the 
equations 6, = CT=^=, cii, S;, (1 < i < m), where (c~~,)~~~~~,~Q,~~ is an 
invertible matrix over @ and the change involved in viewing differential 
objects or notions relative to this new set of derivation oprators. Such change 
of view will be denoted either with a subscript (or prefix) A’ or a ’ over the 
corresponding object or notion viewed relative to A; for example, 93’ = 
F{Yl i...i Y?Jd . Obviously we have 9??(s) = a’(s) and 9(s) = 9’(s) for any 
natural number s. For any 7 (0 < 7 < m), let A,’ = &‘,..., 8,‘) if 7 # 0 and 
let A,’ = o _ Sets defined relative to A,’ will be denoted in a manner similar 
to the above. For any 8’ = Sp ... Sgm E O’, we define ord, 0’ = CT!“=,+, ek and 
-polynomial P we define ord, P in the obvious way. We shall order 
7’ of A,‘-derivatives 871 ... 67y, lexicographically with respect to 
(c’,=% ek, % P...s el ,r’>- 
For any prime differential ideal p in 9{yi ,,.~, yn) we shall employ the 
notions and notations of differential dimension polynomial wp ) differential 
type G- = 7p and typical differential dimension a,(p) caf p as introduced by 
Kolchin [2, Chapter II, Sections 12 and 131. In particular we write wp(X) = 
Cy=, a,(~)(“,‘“) where each ai is an integer. These notions are invariant 
under transformations of A. It is well-known that if p and q are prime 
differential ideals of 9Q~r ,...,y,} with q $ p, then We < wq in the sense 
that up(s) < wq(s) f or all sufficiently large natural numbers s. 
By means of the bijective correspondence between the set of prime 
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differential ideals in 9{yl ,..., yn} an t e se o irreducible closed subsets of d h t f 
%!” (equipped with the differential Zariski topology) defined over fl, the 
above notions are also defined for such subsets of an. 
Finally, the closure of a subset V of a!” is denoted D(V). 
2. LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL IDEALS 
Let p be a linear differential ideal in 9. We define L, to be the set of all 
derivatives Oyj ED such that there exists a linear homogeneous differential 
polynomial L E p with Oyj as leader. In [l, proof of Proposition 1 l] Cassidy 
showed that p has a characteristic set A consisting of linear homogeneous 
differential polynomials. We shall call such characteristic sets linear. Since p 
does not contain any nonzero differential polynomial reduced with respect to 
A, the following two remarks are clear. 
Remark 2.1. Every element a E L, is a derivative of the leader of some 
element of A. 
Remark 2.2. An element u E L, is the leader of some element of A if and 
only if u is not the proper derivative of any v E L, . 
The following lemma, which originates from a result of Kolchin [2, 
Chapter II, Proposition 131 will be used to prove the next proposition. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let A E 9{y}, A q! 9. Then there exists a nonempty Zariski 
open set M C GL(m, %7) such that for any transformation A’ of A by an element 
of M, the leader of A as a A’-polynomial is Szy, where t = ord, A. 
Proof. Fix an element (Y E @ with A(ol) = 0 and S,(a) # 0, S, denoting 
the separant of A. Then proceeding as in the proof of [2, Chapter II, Proposi- 
tion 131, there exists a nonempty open set MC GL(m, %?) such that for any 
transformation A’ of A by an element of M, we have aA/a(Szy) (a) # 0. In 
particular aA/a(Szy) # 0 so that by our choice of the A’-ranking (Section l), 
Szy is the leader of A as a A’-polynomial. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Let 7 be a natural number, 0 < 7 < m, and let @ be a 
jinite family of prime dz@ential ideals in F{yI ,..., y,} such that 7p < 7 for 
all p ~9’. Then there exist a transformation A’ of A over V and a natural 
number t such that fey any p EY and any k, j (T + 1 < k < m, 1 <j < n), 
p contains a A’-polynomial Pk,i,p E F{Y~}~ I with leader SLtyj . Furthermore, if p 
is linear, then Pk,j,p can be taken to be linear and homogeneous. 
Proof. We shall use induction on m - r. The proposition is vacuous if 
r = m and we may take A’ = A, t = 0. Suppose then -r < m - 1. By 
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induction hypothesis, we may assume that there exist a transformation A’ of A 
and a natural number t such that for any p EP and any k, j (T f 2 < k < m, 
1 < j < n), p contains a At-polynomial Pic,j,P E gil(~~)~r with lea 
and Pk,j,P is linear homogeneous if p is linear. Fix p ~9, let (aI ,...P a,) E %P 
be a generic zero of p and set 9 = g(ar ,..., a,). We have 
Since deg w p = TV < T, the A:+,- differential dimension of 9 over 9 is zero. 
Thus for eachj, there exists a nonzero A:+,-polynomial 
with P(cx,) = 0 and SP(oli) f: 0 ( w h ere SP denotes the separant of P), Thus 
FE $3. 
We observe that if p is linear, then we may choose P linear and homo- 
geneous. For the nonzero differential polynomial 
is the linear part of P(cI~ + yj) and hence belongs to 59 . p. By taking a basis 
(ri) of 99 over F and expressing the coefficients of P* linearly in terms of (yi), 
we see that p contains a nonzero linear homogeneous A:+,-polynomial in yi 
alone. 
By replacing t with a larger number or by replacing P with a suitable 
A:+,-derivative, we may assume that ord, PT+l,j,p is t for allj and p. Applying 
Lemma 2.3, it follows that there exists a transformation At,, of A$+, swh 
that each P = PT+l,j,p has leader S,“llyj as a AZ+,-polynomial (relative to the 
At+,-ranking introduced in Section 1). The induction is complete 
putting A” = A:+, v {6:+, ‘.., S,‘}. 
For the rest of this section, p is a linear differential ideal in 8 and I is a 
natural number with 7P < T < m. For notational convenience, we shall 
assume in view of (2.4) (by means of a transformation A’ of A and subse- 
quently replacing A by A’ if necessary) that there is a natural number t such 
thatforeachk(+r+l <k<m)andj(l <j<a),6,tyjE 
(m - r)t, let D,’ be the set of derivatives v ED with ord 
7T n D(s). Let PTr respectively Y*‘(s) be the -vector subspace of 
ectively 9’(s) generated by D,’ respectively We note that 
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PROPOSITION 2.5. With notations as above, fog any Jixed natural number 
Y > (m - r)t, andfor all suflciently large s, we have 
W&S) = dim _cp7r(s)/p n s*‘(s) (as an F-vector space). 
Proof. Let (01~ ,..., a,) E %P be a generic zero of p over 9 and fix a 
sufficiently large natural number s such that s 3 Y and up(s) is the transcen- 
dence degree of the field G = 9((8~~)~~o(~),rg~g,) over 9. Since 
we have wP(s) < dim $P77r(~)/p n 2$?(s). T o p rove the reverse inequality, let 
A be a linear characteristic set of p and set V(s) = D(s) - E&S). The elements 
00lj (0~~ E V(s)) are algebraically independent over 5 since any differential 
polynomial in p n fl[V(s)] is reduced with respect to A and therefore must 
be the zero polynomial. Thus wP(s) 3 Card(V(s)). But V(s) CD,‘(s) and is 
a maximal subset of 9(s) linearly independent over 9 modulo p n Z(s). 
This proves the proposition. 
Remark. By choosing 7 = m and Y = 0, we have 
up(s) = dim 5?(s)/? n Z(s) 
for all sufficiently large s. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let r C 9’ be a set of generators of p such that .F contains 
a daJfeerentialpolynomia1 Pkj with leader Gt,‘“sj’y, (T $ 1 < k < m, 1 < j < n), 
t(k, j) being natural numbers. Then there exist natural numbers h and yO such 
that for any Y 3 rO , every element Q E p n SY with ord, Q < Y can be 
written as a linear combination (with coeficients in 9) of elements of the form 
BP (0 E 0, P E r) with ord, BP < ord, Q + h and ord, BP < Y. 
Proof. Let A be a linear characteristic set of p and set 
to = maxttord, -$SA , ttk ~)7+l~kSm,lS~Sn)~ 
Choose h and h’ such that every element A E A can be written as a linear 
combination of elements BP (0 E 0, P E r) with ord, BP < ord, A + h and 
ord, BP < ord, A + h’. Take y. = (m - 7 + l)to + h’, let Y > r. and 
Q E p n 9 with ord, Q < Y. We shall prove the lemma by induction on the 
rank of Q. Let uo = S:(r) ... Szn”)yj be the leader of Q. First suppose that 
e(k) 3 t(k, j) for some k, 7 + 1 < k < m. Let P = Pkj and choose B E 0 
with U, = 8St,‘k,i)y, . Then ord, BP = ord, Q < Y, ord, BP = ord, Q and 
for some element a E P, Q - aBP has lower rank than Q. It follows by 
induction that in this case, Q can be written as desired. Next suppose that 
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e(h) < t(k, j) for all K, T + 1 < k < m. By (2.1), for suitable choice of 
B E 0, A E A and a E 9, the element Q - aBA has lower rank than 
Moreover ord, BA = ord, 0 + ord, A < ord, uc $ ord, A < (m - r)tO + t, = 
(m - z f l)to . Hence BA can be written as a linear combination of elements 
6’P (8’EO, PEP) with ord, B’P < ord, @A + h < ordOQ + an 
ord, B’P < ord, 6A + h’ < P. Since by induction hypothesis Q - a0A can 
be expressed as in the lemma, and since 
ord,(Q - aOA) < max(ord, Q, ord, 8A) < Y, 
can be expressed as required. This completes the induction and the proof. 
3. GROUP CLOSURE AND LIE ALGEBRAS 
It is well-known that if El1 and H, are algebraic subgroups of an algebraic 
group G, then the subgroup H of G generated by dfi and H, is an algebraic 
group. The analogous proposition for differential algebraic groups does not 
hold without further assumption. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let G be a dzseerential algebraic group and HI , H, be 
differential algebraic subgroups of G such that H,H, = E&HI . Theta 
is a dajjereatial algebraic subgroup of G. 
P~oo/c. The (differential Zariski) closure D(H) of H i 
algebraic subgroup of 6. The mapping from r-B, 
(h, ) h,) H- h,h, is a differential rational map. By [l, Pr 
contains a dense open subset M of D(H). For any x 
xl!&* have a common element, say u = XU-1 (IA, ZI E M) so that x = UZI E MM, 
Thus D(H) = HH = H. 
The example below shows that without the condition Hi 
the proposition is false. 
EXAMPiE 3.2. Let %! be a universal differential field of characteristic 
zero with derivation operators 6, and 6, and field of constants X. For Z = I,2 
let .z%$ be the field of constants in % with respect to 6, and let Ai be the set of 
nonzero elements in Zi . We fix pi E % such that S$, = 0 if and only if 
j f i. Let Hi be the differential algebraic subgroup S 
as defined in [4, Chapter II], that is, let 
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Let H (respectively G) be the smallest subgroup (respectively differential 
algebraic subgroup) of SL(2) containing both H1 and H, . We shall show that 
G # Hand hence His not closed. 
Obviously H C G C ST(2), where ST(2) is the group of unimodular upper 
triangular 2 x 2 matrices (over @). By Theorem 1.4 of Chapter II [4], there 
exists a triple (B, A, ,8) such that G = ST(B, A, 8). Here B is a differential 
algebraic subgroup of G, , A is a differential algebraic subgroup of GrnscB) , 
G, being GL(l) and X(B) being the set of all elements x E %! such that 
xB C B, /3 is an element of % and finally 
G=ST(B,A,+/(; (a--:jP+b)ja~A,b~B/. 
Clearly X* C Ai CA C Z(B) for i = 1,2 (,X* being the set of nonzero 
elements of ,X). By taking the product of an element of H1 with another of H, , 
we see that 
It follows that pi, p2, ,8 E B and hence X(B) C B. By Theorem 1.3 of 
Chapter II [4], Z(B) is the field of constants of % relative to a set of derivation 
operators of the form D = u16, + u26, (ul , u2 E a). Since /3r , p2 E S(B), any 
such operator D must be trivial and hence X(B) = % and B = G, . Thus 
G = ST(G, , A, 0) where A = A,A, . 
Now the set of all matrices of the form (z ,“-I) where a E A,A, and 
b E ZiY2 (field compositum) is clearly a group containing H and is porperly 
contained in G. Hence G # H. 
Let G be a differential algebraic subgroup of GL(n). Then all components of 
G have the same differential dimension polynomial [l, Chapter II, Section 51 
and so we may speak of the differential dimension polynomial wc , the 
differential type ho and the typical differential dimension a7(G) of G. Let 
l(G) be the Lie algebra of G in the sense of Cassidy [l, p. 9221. Then I(G) 
is a differential algebraic Z-subalgebra of gl(n). The two results below are 
due to Cassidy [l, Propositions 19 and 2X]. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let G be a dzgeerential algebraic subgroup of GL(n) . Then G and 
I(G) have the same disfewntial dimension polynomial. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (L& be a family of subalgebras of gl(n) such that for 
each i E I, Li is the Lie algebra of a dz$feerential algebraic subgroup Gi of GL(n). 
Then the intersection L = &erLi is the Lie algebra of the da#eerential algebraic 
subgroup G = niel Gi . 
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PROPOSITION 3.5. Let HI , H, be diSfeerentiaE algebraic s~bg~o~~s of 
such that HI normalises H, . Then H = HIH, is a d~~e~e~t~a~ algebraic s~bg~~~~ 
of G%(n) and I(H) = I(H,) + I(H,). 
fioqf. The first part follows from (3.1). To prove the second part, we 
follow the set up and notations in [l, Chapter III, ctions 4 and 51. Clear1 
I(H) 3 I(E?J + l(H,). Since HI normal&es Ha , t normalises H,+ an 
hence H+ = H,+H,+. If x E I(H), then x = &Yh fo me h = h,h, , h, E a%, 
and ha E E&‘. Thus x = B+h, i h,(W+h,)h;‘. Since 
I(H,+) $ h,I(H,+) h;l 
we have x E (I(HJ + I(H,))+ n gl(n, 92) = I(H,) + I(&). This proves the 
proposition. 
4. MAIN THEOREM 
Recall that for any irreducible closed subset ,V of W, the integers ai 
(0 < i < m) are defined by the equation 
y [Z, Chapter II, Theorem 61, a,(V) is the differential dimension of V~ 
THEOREM 4.1. Let VI and V2 be difJeePentiaE algebraic subgroups of 
with dz~eerentiab types 71 and ~~ , respectively. Then the da~eyentia~ types of 
VI n K2 and “y; + 9$ are both < 7 = max(T, , ~a). Moreoaer, we kave 
Proof. Let F be a differential field of definition of V1 , “y;z ) Vi n V2 and 
Y< t Va such that % is universal over 9. Let pr and pa be the defining 
differential ideals of “y; and V2 respectively in 92 = F{yi ,..., y,>. 
result of Cassidy [It Proposition 111, both pr and pa are linear. If 7 = -1, 
then rY; = Va = 0 and the theorem is trivial (by convention, a-r = 0). 
Assume then 0 < G- < m and suppose say r = 7r . The defiaing differential 
ideal of Vi n -y^z in @ is q = p1 + pa and since V1 + $< is closed (by (3.1)), 
it is easy to see that if pO is the defining differential ideal of “y; i V2 in .9, 
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then pa is linear and pa n 3’ = p1 n pa n 9. If r, and I’, are subsets of 3 
generating pr and pa , respectively, then clearly the set T’ = I’, u r, generates 
q and we have 
q n =W 1 p1 n p(s) + p2 n =V) 
for any natural number s. Let w1 , w2 , wq , and ~a denote respectively the 
differential dimension polynomials of p1 , pa , q and pO . Applying the remark 
at the end of (2.2), we have for all sufficiently large natural numbers s, 
W&S) = dim Z(s) - dim q n P(s) 
< dim P(s) - dim(p, n .5?(s) + p2 n Y(s)) 
= dim Y(s) - dim pi n 9(s) - dim p2 n P(s) + dim p,, n T.?(s) 
= 4s) + w2(4 - wow 
It follows that the differential types of q and pa are both < T and that 
It remains to prove the reverse inequality. Since the differential dimension 
polynomial and the typical differential dimension of a prime differential ideal 
are invariant under transformations of d, we may assume (by (2.4)) that for 
any K, j (T + 1 < K < m, 1 < j < n) p1 (and hence by (2.1), also a linear 
characteristic set A, of pi) contains a linear homogeneous differential poly- 
nomial Pa? with leader St,‘“*” yj for a suitable natural number t(K, j), and 
furthermore (by (2.4) and (2.5)) that there exists a natural number t, such 
that for any fixed Y > t, and for all sufficiently large s, we have w&s) = 
dim gTT(s)/p n Zig, where p = pi , p2 , p,, or q. Choosing r, = A1 and 
r2 to be any subset of 9 generating pa , we conclude from (2.6) that there 
exists natural numbers h and r 2 t, such that for all s, 
9 n =F(s) C p1 n -TO + 4 + p2 n -Ep7P + 4. 
Hence for all sufficiently large s, 
wq(s) = dim ZTT(s) - dim q n gTT(s) 
> dim Z’(s) - dim(p, n dip7T(s + h) + p2 n L?;(s + h)) 
= wl(s + h) + w2(s + h) - w,,(s + h) + dim 9:(s) - dim ZTV(s + h) 
= 4 + A) + w2(s + 4 - wo(s + 4 + t$o (” - t + ‘) 
-2 (“‘“Y”“) t-0 
= q(s + A) + %(S + h) - wo(s + 4 + w’(s), 
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where w’(X) is a certain numerical polynomial of degree <T. From this 
follows the reversed inequality and the proof is complete. 
Since w9 < wO , it follows that the diEerential type of “y; + Fa 
Procf. Let T be as in (4.1). Th e corollary is trivial if 7 < m. If 7 = m, 
then the required inequality follows from (4.1) and the inequality 
%(“Y; + “y;) < n. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let HI and Hz be differential algebraic subpou$s of 
of ~~~e~e~~ial types 71 and ~a, respectively. Then 
If Jirthevmore HI normalises H, , then the diJjCeerentia1 types of HI n 
HlH2 are <T = max(rr , r2) and we have 
and 
PYOOf. ecause of (3.3)-(3.5), the corollary is immediate by passing to the 
Lie algebras. 
5. EXAMPLES 
We note that Theorem 4.1 does not tell us anything about the typical 
differential dimension of VI n Va in case the differential type of “y; n $5 is 
<in. One would like to prove, in terms of the defining dif?erential ideals, the 
statement (notation as in the proof of (4.1)) 
(i) I~T, < 7, then a,(p,) + a,(p,) = ak(q) + a,(~,) for all K (TV < K < T)~ 
Unfortunately this is false, as the example below shows. 
EXAMPLE 5.1. Let A = (6, , S,> and fix a natural number .Jr > 1. 
define two linear differential ideals in Q(y, , ya) by setting 
PI = [sls;-1Y2 + Yl > VYll 
$32 = [s,s2-1Yl + Yz > ~2”Y21. 
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Let P,, = Sihy, and let Prs be the other generator of pr . Similarly define Pz2 
and P,, . Clearly PII and PI2 form a linear characteristic set of pr and hence 
q(s) =2 [(q’) - (s-;+“)] =2h(y) +(h-h2). 
By symmetry, we have ws = wrsothatr = l.Nowq =pr+ps = [yr,ys] 
since we have, for example, 
h 
y2 = p,, - ~2$-1p~2 + 6, p22 * 
Therefore wq = 0 and 79 = -1. We now calculate p0 = [pr n pz n $pl. It is 
easy to verify that the elements 
slh%+lYl > sf%,hyl + s:+1s;-ly2 , S;+1S2hy2 
and 
slhghyz + s~-ls;*ly~ 
belong to p0 . We claim that their leaders are the leaders of a linear charac- 
teristic set of p0 . Let u = S,%Szay, E LPO . By (2.2), it suffices to show that u 
is a derivative of the leader of one of the above elements. Consider an element 
LEA? n pa of the form L = u + terms of lower rank. Since L E pr , 
L = S~-%ss(Srhyl) + ... (by (2.1)) and hence 01 > h and u E pi. Since 
L E pz , L = S~-hf1Sf1(P21) + ... = u + v + ..., where v = S~-hf1S~-1y2. 
First suppose that aL/av = 0. It is easy to see that v must be a derivative of 
Sshy, and therefore p > 1 + h. It follows that u is a derivative of S,hSk+lyl .
Next suppose that aL/av = b, # 0. Then since L - u E pr , v is a derivative 
of &SE-rys and hence p > h. Moreover, L - u = b,S*,-hS{ph(P,,) + ... = 
b,v + b,w + 1.. where w = Sy-hSt-hyl . If a(L - u)/Sw = 0, then w is a 
derivative of Srhy, so that 01 >, 2h and u is a derivative of S~hS,hy, . If on the 
other hand a(L - u)/Sw # 0, then since L - (U + v) E ps , w is a derivative 
of S,S~-lyl and hence 01 3 2h - 1 and /3 > h + 1. Thus u is a derivative of 
S,hSk+lyl . This proves our claim. It follows that for all sufficiently large s, 
q)(s) = 2 [(” ; ‘) - (” - “,“+“) +h] -4h(S;l) +4(h-hh2). 
We clearly have 4~4 + dd = 4d + 4q> but not ~&I) + 4-G = 
dP0) + %(q>- 
The above example also shows that in case 7 < m, there is no natural 
number N such that for all pi and pz , the inequality a,(p, + pa) 3 
4~1) + 4~z) - N holds. 
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Finally we like to give an example to show that if Ep, and 
algebraic subgroups of GL(n) and G is the smallest differential algebraic 
subgroup in GL(n) containing H1 and H2 , then it does not follow that 
I(G) = I(H,) + I(&). Indeed, if this were true, we could prove that the 
differential type of G is < T as in (4.3). But in Example 3.2, we have 
q(s) = w2(s) = s +- 1 whereas +(s) > (‘z2)~ 
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